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Lipoprotein metabolism in liver disease
D. SEIDEL and A. WALLI

The basic achievements of the last 30 years, which have led to a better understanding of the biochemistry of lipids in health and disease, arose from the
characterization of the lipoprotein system in terms of its structural properties
and the metabolism of the plasma lipoproteins. It is now evident that the
regulatory mechanisms for maintaining normal concentrations
of plasma
lipoproteins are dependent on anormal metabolism not only of the lipids,
but also of the carbohydrates
and proteins. Furthermore
the pathobiochemical mechanisms of lipid metabolism ensuing in liver disease can only be
understood if attention is focused on the plasma lipoproteins, those macromolecular complexes with molecular weights of up to several million daltons.
The association between plasma lipid concentrations
and cardiovascular
risk was without doubt the major stimulus in clinical research for studying
the plasma lipids. However, the lipid disturbance occurring in liver disease,
which is most familiar to the physician, is the hypercholesterolaemia
accompanying biliary obstruction, a phenomenon recorded over a century

agol.
Besides the intestine, the liver is the only organ capable of synthesizing
plasma lipoproteins; it also plays a central role in the regulation of the metabolism and catabolism of the plasma lipids. Therefore disturbances of liver
function are often associated with hyper-, hypo-, dys- or paralipoproteinaemia. Any approach towards an appreciation of the pathobiochemical
significance of the various normal and abnormal plasma lipoprotein patterns
requires a consideration of the multi-factorial control mechanisms regulating
the lipoprotein system. These comprise:
(I)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

the
the
the
the
the

intestinal absorption of lipids;
rates of synthesis of lipids and apoproteins;
assembly and secretion of the lipoproteins;
structure of the lipoproteins and apoproteins;
enzymes involved in the interconversion
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(6)
(7)
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catabolism of lipoproteins (lipases and lecithin: cholesterol acyltransferase, LCAT);
the recognition, uptake and catabolism of lipoproteins by cells; and
the transformation
and elimination of lipids and steroids by the liver.

The role of the liver in the regulation of the plasma lipoprotein system can be
briefly outlined as follows (Figure 11.1). The liver secretes two types of
nascent lipoproteins: nascent VLOL which is rich in triglycerides and apoB
but contains very little apoC and apoE, and nascent HOL which is rich in
phospholipids,
unesterified cholesterol, apoE and apoA Il and contains
some apoC. These partieles possess a laminar structure and are found within
the density dass d 1.063-1.21 g/ml on ultracentrifugation.
After nascent
HOL partides enter the plasma they are acted upon by LCAT, an enzyme
also synthesized and secreted by the liver. Cholesterol is esterified, thus
rendering it hydrophobie, and it is thereby transferred into the co re of the
partides. This brings about a change in the shape of the partieles into a
globular form. At the same time there is an exchange of apoE and apoC with
apoA-I, the latter being the cofactor for LCAT and being primarily derived
from the intestine. By this mechanism mature HOL is generated, and it is
believed that these particles leave the circulation by an uptake mechanism in
the liver, which has not yet been elucidated. However, in the rat, partial
hepatectomy by two-thirds does not result in a reduction of the fractional
catabolic rate of HOU. Ouring the esterification
of HOL, apoC and
apparently apoE are transferred to nascent VLDL. Through the mediation
of apoO cholesterol ester is transferred to the pathway leading from nascent

Figure

1l.1

Scheme

for the intravascular

metabolism
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to mature VLDL intermediate-density
lipoprotein (IDL) particles and finally
to LDL. This metabolie cascade is regulated by lipoprotein lipase and
possibly by hepatic triglyceride hydrolase, the two major enzymes of postheparin plasma lipolytic activity. The major portion of LDL is taken up and
catabolized by the liver by means of an apoB receptor. During triglyceride
hydrolysis some apoC and apoE is transferred back to the HDL density
class. It has been postulated that these apoproteins form, together with apoB
and LCAT, the so-called reverse cholesterol transport complex (RCTC), by
means of which most of the cholesterol is transferred back from the periphery to the liver for excretion. This complex functions through an exchange
of cholesterol and cholesterol esters with LDL and chylomicron remnants3•
From these considerations it is clear that abnormal liver function may
cause complex disturbances
of the lipoprotein
system. The abnormal
patterns, however, are generally not indicative of a particular liver disease.
Therefore in the following presentation
emphasis will be placed on the
pathobiochemical
aspects, rat her than attempting
to directly link a
particular lipoprotein or lipid pattern with a specific liver dysfunction.
The following abnormalities
in lipids and lipoproteins may occur with
liver dysfunction:
(I) hypercholesterolaemia;
(2) an increased ratio of free to esterified cholesterol;
(3) hyperphospholipidaemia;
(4) normal or elevated levels of plasma triglycerides;
(5) increased or decreased concentration of LDL;
(6) normal or elevated levels of VLDL, often with abnormal ß-mobility
during electrophoresis;
(7) normal or decreased levels of HDL, and also abnormal composition
of HDL particles;
(8) decreased concentrations of apoA and apoB;
(9) elevated concentration of apoE;
(10) diet-dependent increased concentrations of IDL;
(11) decreased post-heparin plasma lipolytic activity;
(12) elevation or diminution in the activity of LCAT; and
(13) the appearance of lipoprotein X (LP-X) in cholestasis.
Electrophoresis of lipoproteins in liver disease reveals a typical pattern of
only one, often broadened,
band in the ß position, which masks other
variations from normal lipoprotein patterns (Figure 11.2). Several factors
are usually responsible for these alterations,
and their recognition often
requires the employment of various analytical techniques. Drastic changes in
the concentration of apolipoproteins
often occur concomitantly
with this
lipoprotein pattern, but they are not disease-specific (Table 11.1). However
the normalization of these changes may be helpful in clinical evaluation,
especially in following the course of a disease.
About 15 years ago it was shown that the lipoprotein pattern of cholestasis
is mainly characterized
by the appearance of an abnormal lipoprotein
particle of the LDL density class. This particle has been subsequently
isolated and characterized with respect to its physicochemical properties4-h•
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A

Figure 11.2 Plasma lipoprotein electrophoresis
on 1070 agarose. A: Serum of a patient
intrahepatic cholestasis. B: Serum of the same patient after recovery

with

It has been designated lipoprotein
X or LP-X. lt seems 10 have the
characteristics of a vesic1e, in which a phospholipid-cholesterol-apoprotein
membrane structure separates an internal from an external water compartment. Its mean diameter approximates
500-700Ä
(Figure 11.3). The
formation of rouleaux seen on electron micrographs is not unique for this
partic1e. Similar laminar structures have been described for artificial
lipid-protein complexes7; they have also been demonstrated in the plasma of
cholesterol-fed animals, as weil as in the plasma of patients with LCAT
deficiency8.
The protein-lipid composition of LP-X is unique, and is characterized by
a high content of phospholipids and a low content of cholesterol esters. Bile
salts are bound to LP-X and, depending on their concentration,
may exert a
strong intluence as a detergent on the physicochemical
properties of the
partic1e. Albumin accounts for up to 60% of the protein component of LP-X
and is primarily located inside the vesic1e. In contrast,
the specific
apoproteins of LP-X (apoC and apoD) are located on the surface. ApoB, the
major apoprotein of LDL, is not present in LP-X. In addition, association of
84
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various liver and bile enzymes, such as alkaline phosphatase and -y-glutamyl
transpeptidase, with LP-X have been described, and have been falsely interpreted as isoenzymes. The detection of LP-X in the serum of a patient is the
most sensitive and specific clinical chemical parameter for the diagnostic
confirmation or exclusion of cholestasis9,1O.
The appearance of LP-X in plasma has been noted after bile duct ligation
in experimental laboratory animals and, as expected, after insertion of the
common bile duct into the venous system 11. In addition, incubation of bile
lipoproteins with serum leads to a complete conversion of the former into
LP-XII. The bile lipoproteins, together with the bilesalts themselves, can therefore be regarded as the biliary components necessary for the formation of
LP-XII. The data from both in vitro and in vivo experiments indicate that the
lipidsofbileareconverted
into LP-X when theyentertheplasmacompartment,
as in cholestasis.
The finding that LP-X or its precursors are formed in experiments, in
wh ich only biliary lipids and albumin are incubated together. is of panicular
theoretical and pathophysiological
significance. Such precursors do exhibit a
85
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high affinity for apoC and apoO, wh ich may bring about disturbances in the
between VLOL and HOL, a
balance or exchange 01' these apoproteins
regulation which is necessary for the hydrolysis 01' the lipoproteins rich in triglycerides. This may be, at least partly, a cause 01' the hypertriglyceridaemia
occurring in cholestasis. This suggestion is supported by the observation that
these apoproteins are either absent or drastically reduced in VLOL particles
obtained from patients with cholestasis':.
Furthermore
the universal disturbances 01' the lipoprotein system in the rarely encountered familial LCAT
deficiency'3, result in hypertriglyceridaemia
without a diminution in the
activity 01' lipoprotein lipase, but with the appearance 01' LP-X in the plasma
01' these patientsl4•
As in cholestasis, the formation 01' these vesicles may be
due to particular physicochemical conditions. A secondary LCAT deficiency
in cholestasis is neither a cause nor a necessity for the formation 01' LP.-X.
This is already apparent from the finding that in acute cholestasis the activity
01' this enzyme may be increased, although LP-X is present and the concentration 01' total cholesterol is normal. It is now established that LP-X is
neither a substrate for LCAT nor for post-heparin plasma lipolytic activityl5.
Results 01' the latest unpublished studies from our laboratory concerning
the catabolism 01' LP-X reveal that LP-X is, like other macromolecules, but
in contrast to normal plasma lipoproteins, taken up and catabolized in the
reticuloendothelial system, primarily in the spleen (Table 11.2). It is furt herTable 11.2
administration
Tissue

4.7
24h
3h
0.6
2.6
6h
Ih
6.3[I25I]albumin
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Distribution
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labelled
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Table 11.3 Effect of LDL or LP-X on the HMG-CoA
livers or isolated human Iymphocytes

in various
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Fetal calf serum
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100

The activity of HMG-CoA reductase was measured in the microsomes from livers perfused
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more of importance that LP-X does not exert the negative feedback
regulation of hepatic cholesterol synthesis found with apoB and apoE containing lipoproteins. In contrast, in the isolated perfused liver LP-X even
stimulates the key enzyme of cholesterol synthesis, hydroxymethylglutarylCoA reductase (HMG-CoA reductase) by a factor of 2.5 (Table 11.3). However incubation of human Iymphocytes with LP-X or LDL inhibits the
act.ivity of this enzyme. In accordance with this, the Iymphocytes isolated
from patients with cholestatic liver disease show a markedly reduced activity
of this enzyme, as compared to those isolated from healthy controls (Table
11.4). Moreover studies on receptor binding indicate that isolated hepatocytes or fibroblasts exhibit a low degree of binding and uptake of LP-X,
whereas in Iymphocytes high rates are observed.
At least four different factors may be responsible for the elevated activity
of HMG-CoA reductase seen in cholestasis:
(J)

(2)
(3)
(4)

interruption
of the enterohepatic
circulation of the bile salts and
cholesterol;
elevation in the concentration of bile salts in the liver cells;
a depletion of hepatocellular cholesterol by LP-X because of its high
ratio of lecithin to cholesterol; and
inhibition of the uptake of chylomicron remnants by the liver.

The information obtained so far from the various studies reported does not
provide any cIear understanding of this problem 16-18. With regard to point (I)
it is established that the enterohepatic
circulation of steroids influences
hepatic cholesterol synthesis. It is, however, difficult to estimate to what
extent an interruption,
as in cholestasis, may cause an increase in hepatic
cholesterol synthesis in this situation.
With regard to point (2) it is not cIear whether increased concentrations of
bile saIts in the liver cells affect cholesterol synthesis. However the results
obtained by incubating isolated microsomes with LP-X or in the presence of
bile salts do not support this idea (Table 11.5).

Table 11.5 Effect of LP-X or bile salt mixlUres in varying
reductase activity in isolated liver microsomes
LP-X choleslerol
0.<g in test)
22.9
91.6
114.5

LP-X choleslerol
(p.g in test)

Bife sall concenlralion in LP-X
(nmol in test)
1.07
4.28
5.35

concentrations

on HMG-CoA

Percentage change
in enzyme aClivily
(-)
(-)
(-)

24
43
46

Bile salt mixture
(nmol in test)

Percenlage change
in enzyme aClivily

10.0
20.0
30.0

(+) 3
(+)4
(-) 7
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With regard to point (3), the presence of LP-X deserves attention, because
of the high phospholipid content of this particIe. Phospholipids
are weil
known for leaching of cellular cholesterol, and thus may be partly responsible for the hypercholesterolaemia
of cholestasis. In the case of the erythrocytes, a fusion of LP-X with the cell membrane may even take place, leading
to a change in the f1uidity of the membranel9.
This expands the surface area
of these cells and hence they are termed target cellsI9-21.
With regard to point (4) we were recently able to show that the dietinduced negative feedback of hepatic cholesterol synthesis, which is most
likely mediated by the apoE receptors of the hepatocytes, is disturbed by
LP-X. The uptake of chylomicron remnants by isolated hepatocytes is significantly inhibited by LP-X in a concentration-dependent
manner (Table
11.6). These findings are important
for the understanding
of hypercholesterolaemia in cholestasis.

Table 11.6
Iymphocytes

Binding or uprake of (1251]albumin-labelled
LP-X by isolated
or fibroblast cultures (ng LP-X protein bound/mg
cell protein)

heparocyres,

Concentration 01 LP-X
in the medium
(pg LP-X protein/ml)

Hepatocytes

5

75

10

150
225

15

Fibroblasls

Lymphocyles

200
400
562

450
925
1350

Isolated hepatocytes from rat liver, isolated human Iymphocytes or fibroblasr cultures were
incubated with [l251]albumin-labelled
LP-X for 2 hat 37°C; at the end of rhe incubation period
cells or cultures were thoroughly washed and radioacriviry was measured in rhe cells

HypertrigIyceridaemia
occurring as a consequence of liver damage by
alcohol is weil known, but not fully understood. The metabolic situation is
complicated,
as acute and chronic in take of alcohol may bring about
opposing disturbances in metabolic regulation. Moreover the quantity of
alcohol consumed seems to be very important.
The well-documented
increase in the concentration of plasma HOL following a constant, but nontoxic, intake of alcohol may be caused by a reduction in the activity of
hepatic triglyceride lipase, which might be responsible for HOL removal
from the vascular space through its phospholipase activity22. Elevated concentrations of a-lipoprotein
due to high alcohol intake return rapidly to
normal after alcohol withdrawal (Figure 11.4). lt should be emphasized that
no other exogenous factor influences HOL cholesterol concentrations in the
same manner or magnitude as alcohol. Unfortunately this phenomenon is
often underestimated in the evaluation of HDL cholesterol as a risk indicator
for coronary heart disease.
The existence of hypertriglyceridaemia
due to liver dysfunction
not
associated with alcohol has been recognized only in the last few years.
Clinical studies have indicated that hypertriglyceridaemia
is frequently
accompanied by severe cholestasis23. The fasting plasma of these patients
90
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does not contain chylomicrons. The main increase in the triglyceride concent ration is found in the LDL II density cIass. Triglyceride-rich, cholesterol
poor apoB, apoC and apoE containing intermediate-density
lipoproteins
account for the accumulation of triglycerides in this density fraction. These
particles are heterogeneous in size, rangin$ from 300 to 800 Ä, and are thus
much larger than normal LDL (200-250 A). Dietary studies have indicated
that these particles are remnants derived from a disturbed catabolism of
chylomicrons.
This accumulation
may be caused by diminution
in the
activity of hepatic triglyceride lipase or to a disturbed hepatic uptake of the
particIes, as described above.
The HDL density cIass contains hardly any cholesterol esters or triglycerides, while the concentration of free cholesterol and phospholipids is
increased. The a-lipoproteins
cannot be visualized on lipoprotein electropherograms, but chromatographie
analysis of this density cIass reveals an
unusual degree of heterogeneity of the particIes22• Under the electron microscope the particIes show formation of rouleaux, similar to LP-X or nascent
HDL particIes. The rates of catabolism and elimination of apoA-I are
91
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increased by 2-4-fold in acute aIcohol hepatitis, as compared with healthy
control subjects24• From this it is concluded that the diminished plasma concent ration of apoA found in such patients is primarily due to its accelerated
catabolism, rather than to a disturbed synthesis, a situation which was
similarly described for Tangier disease25• The apoA-I and apoA-ll in the
plasma of patients with liver disease often show a complete dissociation26•
It
is possible that this dissociation of the two apoA subunits is a major reason
for its accelerated catabolism. If this is true, it emphasizes the importance of
the structural properties of a lipoprotein with respect to the processes
regulating its metabolism.
In this regard the results obtained from the quantification
of apoA-1
during the course of hepatic disease are of interest
(Figure 11.5). Measure4.0i~
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ment of apoA-I using sheep anti-sera and rate nephelometry27 reveals a significant decrease in both ex-lipoprotein cholesterol and total apoA-I during the
severe stage of the disease. Also the ratio of directly measurable apoA-I to
total (after delipidation) measurable apoA-I is decreased from about 2.4, the
value established for healthy subjects, to about 1.3, indicating a high degree
of accessibility of the protein to the antibody. This is in agreement with
structural alteration of the ex-lipoprotein particles in the disease. Under
normal conditions the major portion of apoA-I is not situated on the outer
part of the surface of the particJe, and is therefore not fully accessible to the
antibody produced against isolated apoA-I. With increasing concentrations
of ex-lipoprotein cholesterol the ratio of total to directly measurable apoA-I
also increases during the course of the disease (Figure 11.5). This may reflect
an improvement in the synthetic function of the liver and/or a recovery of
the intravascular lipolytic system, which seems to be important for the
generation of mature ex-lipoprotein from nascent HDU8•
SUMMARY
Liver dysfunction is followed by complex disturbances affecting the total
lipoprotein system. The basic defect may not be in the disturbed hepatic biosynthesis of the lipoproteins,
but rather in the lipolytic activity of the
vascular space. This in turn may be influenced by the rates of both synthesis
and secretion of lipolytic enzymes by the liver and the unphysiological
reservoir, primarily for apoC and apoD in the form of LP-X, which may
interfere with the necessary exchange of these apoproteins
between the
various lipoproteins du ring their interrelated catabolism. This suggestion is
supported by the finding that there are structural similarities between
nascent VLDL and nascent HOL with the characteristics of VLOL and HDL
accumulating in patients with liver disease. The effect of a primary and
secondary diminished activity of lipase and LCAT may weil be cJosely and
causally linked to these pathobiochemical
mechanisms.
The characteristic
stimulation
of hepatic cholesterol
synthesis in
cholestasis seems to be largely brought about by changes in the lipid composition of the membrane, caused by depletion of cellular cholesterol by
LP-X due to its high ratio of phospholipid to cholesterol and/or by an
inhibition of the cellular uptake of remnants, mediated by LP-X ..
Most reported abnormalities of the lipoprotein system in liver disease are
secondary, and return to normal with cJinical improvement. Most of them
are not disease-specific, but may be useful in monitoring the course of the
disease. A careful analysis of the lipoprotein system, together with a critical
interpretation of such data, may add not only to a better understanding of
the pathobiochemistry
of the disease, but also to an elucidation of the
mechanisms regulating normal lipid transport.
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